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InSAR time series methods aim to reconstruct time-dependent ground dis-

placements over large areas from sets of interferograms in order to detect tran-

sient, periodic or small amplitude deformation. Because of computational

limitations, most existing methods consider each pixel independently, ignor-

ing important spatial covariances between observations. We describe a frame-

work to reconstruct time series of ground deformation while considering all

pixels simultaneously, allowing us to account for spatial covariances, impre-

cise orbits and residual atmospheric perturbations. We describe spatial co-

variances by an exponential decay function dependent of pixel-to-pixel dis-

tance. We approximate the impact of imprecise orbit information and resid-

ual long wavelength atmosphere as a low-order polynomial function. Tests

on synthetic data illustrate the importance of incorporating full covariances

between pixels in order to avoid biased parameter reconstruction. An exam-

ple of application to the northern Chilean subduction zone highlights the po-

tential of this method.

Keypoints:

• A new inversion method for InSAR time series that considers all pixels

simultaneously

• Incorporates a distance-dependent covariance between pixels to describe

atmospheric noise.

• Allows reconstruction of displacement rates from low-coherence datasets.
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1. Introduction

The development of time series analysis methods for Interferometric Synthetic Aperture

Radar (InSAR) has led to significant advances in various fields of earth sciences. Large

ground displacements are now routinely measured by combining single pairs of SAR images

into interferograms, a measure of the spatial and temporal change of distance between

the ground and an imaging satellite [e.g. Massonnet et al., 1993; Goldstein et al., 1993].

For such measurements, the phase signature of the spatial and temporal variability in the

refractivity gradients in the atmosphere often behaves as the dominant source of coherent

noise [Hanssen et al., 1999; Hanssen, 2001; Doin et al., 2009]. In addition, spatial and

temporal decorrelation prevents the measure of a continuous displacement field over rough

terrains, vegetated areas or snow-covered regions, challenging attempts to measure ground

displacements in many interferograms [Li and Goldstein, 1990; Zebker and Villasenor ,

1992].

Time series analysis methods have been developed in order to reconstruct the spatial

and temporal evolution of surface displacements from a stack of interferograms despite

spatially and temporally variable interferometric phase coherence and to limit the im-

pact of noise imposed by atmospheric delays [e.g. Berardino et al., 2002; Usai , 2003;

Hetland et al., 2012; Agram et al., 2013]. For instance, in the field of active tectonics,

these methods allow detection of transient slip along active faults or to image slow, long-

wavelength, strain rates due to interseismic loading across active faults [e.g. Elliott et al.,

2008; Jolivet et al., 2012, 2013; Bekaert et al., 2015; Rousset et al., 2016; Daout et al.,

2016].
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Existing time series analysis methods can be classified into two groups: Persistent Scat-

terer (PS) and temporally parameterized methods. PS techniques identify sets of pixels

based on their scattering properties to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of interferograms

and help phase unwrapping [e.g. Ferretti et al., 2001; Hooper et al., 2007, 2012]. These

methods are out of the scope of the present study as they work on a restricted set of pixels.

In the following, we will only consider parameterized methods that include all unwrapped

pixels of a set of interferograms to reconstruct the time-dependent interferometric phase.

SBAS methods concentrate on the evolution of the phase through time from a network

of unwrapped interferograms, solving the set of linear equations relating the increments

of phase with time to that of interferograms considering a constant velocity between ac-

quisitions [Berardino et al., 2002]. Multiple variants of SBAS have been proposed. Some

concentrate on the actual phase values [Schmidt and Burgmann, 2003] while other meth-

ods focus on a geophysically motivated dictionary of time-dependent functions to describe

the evolution of the phase [e.g. Hetland et al., 2012; Agram et al., 2013]. The NSBAS ap-

proach combines both SBAS and a dictionary approach to overcome limitations posed by

spatial and temporal decorrelation [López-Quiroz et al., 2009]. All these methods require

some level of a priori knowledge on the evolution of surface displacements in the case

of disconnected subsets of interferometric pairs. In addition, all SBAS-based methods

require careful prior removal of residual long-wavelength signals, including those due to

orbital uncertainties or long-wavelength atmospheric perturbations [Doin et al., 2009].

While these methods provided the foundations for significant advances, several techni-

cal issues remain. SAR images in existing archives, such as those from the ENVISAT,
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ERS or RadarSAT satellites, provide an invaluable dataset to extend in the past 20 years

current time series of deformation, especially when no ground based geodetic data have

been collected. However, images in these archives do not always cover the same area

for technical reasons. For instance, in places like northern Chile, interferograms used

as an input to any time series analysis method are built from acquisitions of variable

along-azimuth coverage (Fig. 1). In such case, a PS method cannot be systematically

applied. Furthermore, if the extent of the area covered by all acquisitions is relatively

small, it maybe difficult to set differential interferograms in a common reference (i.e.

a common set of pixels set to a common value) prior to an analysis with an SBAS-

based time series method. In most methods, pixels are considered independent from

each other despite known sources of correlated noise. For instance, the turbulent com-

ponent of atmospheric delays can be statistically described by an empirical covariance

function of the pixel-to-pixel distance [e.g. Chilès and Delfiner , 1999; Emardson et al.,

2003; Lohman and Simons , 2005; Sudhaus and Jónsson, 2009; Jolivet et al., 2012]. Ignor-

ing this covariance will bias the inversion procedure. A potential solution is to perform

the time series analysis in the wavelet domain in which wavelets are considered inde-

pendent [Hetland et al., 2012; Shirzaei , 2013]. However, this assumption still remains an

approximation. In what follows, we describe a time series analysis method that allows

one to consider all pixels simultaneously, reconstructing the temporal evolution of the

interferometric phase in a common reference frame and accounting for spatial covariances

in interferograms.
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2. An algorithm for Multi-Pixel Time Series (MPiTS)

2.1. Three time series analysis formulation

Reconstructing the evolution of the interferometric phase with time requires defin-

ing a common reference frame while estimating the evolution of the phase. The in-

terferometric phase is the difference between phase values at each acquisition. Due to

its common appearance, many long-wavelength signals such as those from orbits, long

wavelength tropospheric perturbations or oscillator drift [Marinkovic and Larsen, 2013;

Fattahi and Amelung , 2014] have been commonly mistaken for orbital errors and are com-

monly empirically removed prior to time series analysis. Here, for simplicity, we describe

this signal as a linear function of range and azimuth for each acquisition, hereafter referred

to as the ramp. In addition to this ramp, we assume interferograms are in a different ref-

erence frame which needs to be estimated in order to reconstruct continuous deformation

fields. Therefore, for a pixel of coordinates (x, y) in the range and azimuth reference

frame, the interferometric phase Φm,n(x, y) combining two acquisitions at times tm and tn

can be

Φm,n(x, y) = φm(x, y)− φn(x, y)

+ amx+ bmy − anx− bny

+ rm,n, (1)

where φm(x, y) is the phase at a pixel (x, y) and at an acquisition m at a time tm, and am

and bm are the parameters of the ramp at acquisition m (and the equivalent for acquisition

n). The last term, rm,n, is the correction required to put each interferogram in a common

reference frame. The difference between the three time series methods considered in the
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following lies in the formulation of the phase, φm(x, y), as a function of time. We propose

three approaches to solve this problem and reconstruct the evolution of deformation from

a set of interferograms: a SBAS-based method, a dictionary-based method and a NSBAS-

based method.

Our implementation of the SBAS-based method solves for the phase values at each

acquisition time with the formulation of Schmidt and Burgmann [2003]. We solve equation

Our implementation of the dictionary method solves for the parameters of a time-

dependent function, similarly to the approach proposed in the wavelet domain by

Hetland et al. [2012] or in the space domain in the Generic Interferometric Toolbox

[Agram et al., 2013]. This approach is frequently used in the post-processing of GNSS

time series. We write the phase at each acquisition, φm(x, y), as the sum of a set of prede-

fined functions. This set of functions may include a secular term (i.e. a linear function of

time), periodic functions to account for seasonal or higher order terms, spline functions to

account for transient events and Heaviside functions to model sudden ground motion like

that due to earthquakes. The phase φm(x, y) for a pixel of range and azimuth coordinates

(x, y) at time tm becomes

φm(x, y) = k(x, y) + v(x, y)tm

+
np∑
i=1

[ci(x, y) cos(2πωitm) + si(x, y) sin(2πωitm)]

+
nb∑
i=1

bi(x, y)Bs(tm − Ti)

+
ne∑
i=1

hi(x, y)H(tm − Ti)

+ ... (2)
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where k(x, y) is a two dimensional field of offsets, v(x, y) is a field of phase velocity, ci(x, y)

and si(x, y) are the amplitudes of periodic oscillations, bi(x, y) are the amplitudes of spline

and hi(x, y) are the amplitudes of Heaviside functions. In this formulation, np, nb and ne

are the number of periodic functions, of splines and of Heaviside functions centered on

time Ti, respectively. Here, we solve equation

The NSBAS method aims at reconstructing the phase at each acquisition with the

simultaneous estimation of a modeled phase history, combining both methods previously

described [López-Quiroz et al., 2009; Jolivet et al., 2012; Doin et al., 2015; Daout et al.,

2017]. The addition of a set of function dictionary to adjust to the phase evolution

allows to link temporally disconnected subsets in the case of low coherence. If for one

pixel, subsets of the interferometric network are disconnected (i.e. no interferometric

link constrains the phase evolution during that period) and there is no temporal overlap

between the sub-networks, it is not possible to connect these phase histories with the

SBAS approach. In this case, a function parameterize in time adjusted on the phase

allows to connect the subsets [for some discussion on the subject, see López-Quiroz et al.,

2009; Jolivet , 2011]. Our implementation of the NSAS-based metho solves both equations

The three proposed methods are a variation of the same problem. If there is no dis-

connected subsets and all pixels concerned are unwrapped in each interferogram of the

network, the SBAS-based and NSBAS-based approaches should yield identical phase fields

and the dictionary and NSBAS-based approaches should results in identical fields of basis

function terms. The choice of the method to employ will therefore depend on the config-
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uration of the interferometric network and the specificities of the ground displacements

and should be made on a case-by-case basis. Finally, we note that equation

2.2. Formulation of the inverse problem

Reconstructing the evolution of the phase through time consists of solving a linear

inverse problem. We write

d = Gm, (3)

where d is the data vector that contains the interferometric phase values for all the

available pixels, m is the model vector of unknown parameters and G is the matrix

mapping the model space into the data space. The data vector has a size equal to the

number of interferograms times the number of pixels. For instance, for a stack of 100

interferograms, with each containing about 1000 pixels in range and in azimuth (i.e.

roughly the size of an Envisat or ERS interferogram looked down 20 times in azimuth and

4 times in range), the data vector will contain 1e8 elements. For a similar sized problem,

the number of unknowns depends on the method used but is on the order of 1e6 to 1e7

elements. The matrix G is large. However it is also sparse and thus approachable with a

distributed implementation.

We solve the inverse problem by finding model parameters m that minimize the gener-

alized least square cost function S, defined as

2S(m) = (Gm− d)TC−1
d (Gm− d) + (m−mprior)

TC−1
m(m−mprior), (4)

where Cd and Cm are the prior data and model covariance matrices and mprior the prior

model [Tarantola, 2005]. The prior data covariance matrix describes the uncertainties on
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the data while the prior model covariance matrix describes our prior knowledge on the

model parameters. This inverse problem has an analytical solution with the posterior

model mpost given by,

mpost = mprior + (GtC−1
d G+Cm)

−1GtC−1
d (d−Gmprior). (5)

However, given the structure of the prior data and model covariance matrices described

bellow, we cannot compute the second-derivative of the cost function called Hessian, H,

that writes

H = GTC−1
d G+C−1

m (6)

in the case of a linear problem, hence we cannot compute mpost directly [Tarantola, 2005].

We solve this problem using a conjugate direction solver to iteratively approach mpost.

Our fully parallel implementation uses the PETSc library and the mpi4py and petsc4py

Python wrappers [Balay et al., 1997, 2016; Dalcin et al., 2011].

2.3. Choosing covariances for each method

The choice of data and model covariances depends on the time series approach chosen.

We provide general considerations based on our own experience and data sets and describe

our implementation for the data and model covariances.

In both the SBAS and NSBAS approaches, we reconstruct the time evolution of the

phase. In our approach, reconstructed phase still contains signals from all known and

unknown sources of noise, such as phase noise or turbulent tropospheric perturbations.

Therefore, as Cd describes the uncertainty on the interferometric phase, it is necessary

to build the data covariance matrix as a diagonal matrix with small values with respect
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to the expected precision of the reconstruction. In the dictionary approach and in the

NSBAS approach, we interpret the evolution of the phase with a parameterized function

of time. Therefore, the data covariance should reflect the influence of these various sources

of noise.

For an interferogram, once the topography-correlated component of the atmospheric

delay has been corrected for and assuming the remaining noise related to turbulent atmo-

spheric delays is isotropic and spatially stationary, noise can be statistically described by

a simple covariance function. This covariance function can be approximated by an expo-

nential decay function of the distance between two pixels [Fig. 2; Sudhaus and Jónsson,

2009; Jolivet et al., 2012]. The covariance function, C(x), can be written as

C(x) =
1

N(x)

∑
|i,j|2=x

|ΦiΦj|

≈ σ2e−x/λ, (7)

where, i and j are two pixels of phase Φi and Φj, N(x) is the number of pixels separated

by a distance x and σ and λ are the amplitude and the characteristic length scale of the

approximate covariance function. We compute the empirical covariance function of each

interferogram and approximate these covariances by a best fit exponential decay (Eq.

Although model covariance primarily aims at managing the ill-posedness of the problem

through damping or smoothing, building the prior model covariance matrix Cm requires

a decision motivated by the physics of the surface processes measured. We assume ramp

and reference parameters are independent from all other parameters, hence a diagonal

covariance matrix. The value of the diagonal term depends on the set of interferograms,

but should be large with respect to what is to be expected. Then, one of the goals of this
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multi-pixel time series analysis method is to derive spatially continuous phase and function

parameter fields in regions where coherence is not particularly optimal. Therefore, it is

necessary to include some prior correlation, or smoothing, between pixels in our prior

model covariance matrix. In other words, using a diagonal prior model covariance matrix

would be similar to a pixel-by-pixel approach. We build the model covariance matrix

using the covariance function of equation

2.4. Prior model and data covariances

In both the dictionary and NSBAS approaches, a part of the data covariance matrix is

formed as a block diagonal matrix, with each block corresponding to a single image pair

(dictionary approach) or to an acquisition (NSBAS approach) (Fig. 2). Unfortunately,

each block has dimensions equal to the square of the number of pixels. Furthermore, each

block is not sparse, making the explicit formulation of these matrices and computing their

inverse impractical. A part of the model covariance matrix is also block diagonal with

each block of dimension equal to the square of the number of pixels, making once again

the handling of such matrix impractical.

Matrix-vector multiplication and matrix inversion are straightforward in the case of

diagonal matrices, but challenging for large, non-sparse covariance matrices. For these

reasons, we cannot compute directly the aforementioned Hessian term of the generalized

solution to the least-squares problem (eq.
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3. Solving strategies, synthetic tests and real data

3.1. Tests on a synthetic dataset

To validate our approach, we construct a synthetic set of interferograms based on the

interferometric network of the set of Envisat interferograms available for track 368 in

northern Chile (Fig. 1). The synthetic time series of displacement is 6-years-long with

33 acquisitions. We construct a total of 96 interferograms. The resulting size of each

interferogram is 177 pixels wide for 1264 pixels long (i.e. corresponding to the range and

azimuth length in pixels of an Envisat interferogram with 80 looks in azimuth and 16 looks

in range). In order to construct the phase evolution with time of a pixel of range and

azimuth coordinates x and y, we use the time-dependent function, f(x, y, t), combining a

linear term, a step in time and a logarithmic decay with time:

f(x, y, t) = v(x, y)t+ h(x, y)H(t, Te) + l(x, y)H(t, Te) log(1.0 +
t− Te

τ
)(8)

with { H(t, Te) = 0 if t < Te (9)

H(t, Te) = 1 if t > Te

(10)

where v(x, y) is the amplitude of the 2D velocity field, h(x, y) is the amplitude of the imposed

step function and l(x, y) is the amplitude of the logarithmic decay with time (Fig. 3).

In order to simulate realistic phase values, we add noise to each of the images of the time

series. For each acquisition, we build a random realization that follows an exponentially decaying

covariance function (eq. ?? with σ = 0.3 and λ = 10 pixels) by the convolution of a white noise

and this exponential decay in 2D. For each acquisition, we build a random linear function of
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range and azimuth from a uniform distribution to simulate the effect of random long wavelength

perturbations such as orbital uncertainties. Finally, in order to simulate the effect of variable

spatial coverage of interferograms, we include a variable decoherence pattern for each acquisition.

We build this random pattern for each interferogram by masking out pixels for which a random

realization of correlated noise exceeds a specific value (for an example of synthetic interferogram,

see supp. mat.). Final spatial coverage for each interferogram ranges between 50 and 90% of the

total number of pixels.

The goal is to verify that we can reconstruct both phase evolution and parameters of the

dictionary of functions. As the conjugate gradient solver may converge very slowly, we proceed

in several steps to accelerate the convergence. We first run the dictionary approach with a

function combining a secular rate, a step and a logarithmic function starting from a prior model

in which all terms are equal to zero. We use a data covariance based on an exponential function

equal to that of the synthetic noise we have introduced. The prior model covariances for all the

parameters are also exponential functions with a large variance. Model priors for the ramp and

reference parameters are uncorrelated. Using the obtained model parameters, we compute the

temporal evolution of the phase and use these both as initial values and as prior model for the

conjugate gradient solver in the NSBAS method. Model covariance is a diagonal matrix for the

phase part of the model space and an exponential covariance for the functional part. Covariance

for the orbital terms is unchanged. Covariances are summarized in supplementary materials.

The final results for the NSBAS method compare relatively well with the target model, although

we point out some differences (Fig. 3). The reconstructed model fields are slightly different as

they are more rough than the target model. Furthermore, the amplitude of the velocity field
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is slightly smaller, leading to greater inconsistencies between model and target at the end of

the time series. These differences are mainly due to the ill-posedness of the problem caused by

variable spatial phase coherence and the correlation between ramp terms and model fields. When

solving for a synthetic case where we include no variable spatial coherence (i.e. all pixels are

unwrapped) and no ramp terms, the model is almost perfectly recovered. Similarly, when no

correlated noise is added, the inversion recovers the target exactly. Further exploration of the

influence of the amplitude of tropospheric noise and its potential variability in time should now

be considered.

3.2. Application to northern Chile

We illustrate our method by reconstructing the evolution of surface displacements in northern

Chile along track 368 of the Envisat satellite between 2003 and 2010. We compute 96 interfero-

grams with a final pixel size of 650 m (16 looks in range and 80 looks in azimuth) from 33 acqui-

sitions using the NSBAS processing chain, based on the ROI PAC software [Doin et al., 2011;

Rosen et al., 2004]. Processing is detailed in Doin et al. [2011] and in Jolivet et al. [2012]. We

use the GIAnT and PyAPS softwares to correct interferograms from the stratified component of

atmospheric perturbations using the predictions from the ERA-Interim reanalysis [Agram et al.,

2013; Jolivet et al., 2011; Dee et al., 2011]. ERA-Interim allows to correct for long-wavelength,

topography-correlated atmospheric delays. Shorter wavelength, turbulent components of the

atmospheric delay are hence not well corrected for and can be considered stochastically in the

inversion. Our goal is to solve the NSBAS problem using an approach similar to the synthetic test

shown in the previous section. In order to facilitate the convergence of the solver, we first run the

dictionary approach, then the SBAS problem using the predicted phase values as a starting point
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and prior model and finally the NSBAS problem with the inferred parameters as a starting point

and prior model. Our parameterized function is the sum of a linear trend, 2 Heaviside functions

for the 2005 Mw 7.8 Tarapaca and 2007 Mw 7.7 Tocopilla earthquakes and a periodic oscillation

of one year period. Data covariances are estimated directly on the input interferograms. Model

covariances are set to exponential functions. Covariance structures and run performances are

summarized in supplementary materials.

We reconstruct the coseismic displacement fields for both Mw 7+ earthquakes in the area and

extract a continuous velocity field over a large area, despite the relatively poor overlap between

all the interferograms. We reconstruct about 10 cm of surface subsidence during the Tarapaca

earthquake consistent with published models for this earthquake for the spatial coverage allowed

by track 368 [Peyrat et al., 2006]. Surface displacements range from -15 cm to more than 20

cm toward the satellite along the line-of-sight for the Tocopilla earthquake [Bejar-Pizarro et al.,

2010]. The velocity field is comparable to those measured and predicted by Béjar-Pizarro et al.

[2013] although with slight lateral differences. We validate our reconstructed displacement time

series by projecting the displacements measured at cGPS sites in the line-of-sight of the satellite

and comparing with the displacements averaged over a 4 km radius surrounding the stations (Fig.

4). Our time series, although noisier, agree well with the projected time series of displacement

measured by GPS. In particular, we note that time series at CGTC, a site almost collocated

with UAPE, illustrate the potential of InSAR archive to extend in the past records from recently

installed cGPS stations.
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4. Discussion

It is worth considering different cases in which each of the approaches proposed in this paper

are appropriate. SBAS aims at reconstructing the phase with great accuracy, including the

effect of propagation delays. The dictionary approach aims at directly providing a geophysical

interpretation of the interferometric phase in space and time. In a case where all pixels are

unwrapped with no disconnected subsets, reconstructing the phase using the SBAS approach

and then fitting it with a parameterized function of time is equivalent to solving the dictionary

approach. In such case, the NSBAS approach would not provide any advantage. In the same

case, imposing an exponential form as a prior model covariance only restricts the range of possible

phase reconstructions via SBAS and pixels should then be considered independently. However,

issues arise when fractions of interferograms are not unwrapped, leaving holes both in space

and time in our observation of ground displacements. In this common case, we should use

the covariance between pixels to propagate information in space and NSBAS can be an effective

solution to bridge gaps in time if we want to reconstruct the phase history. The method proposed

is therefore most appropriate for the exploitation of archive data from past constellations of

satellite and from recent constellations over areas of low coherence or with variable coherence

such as due to seasonal snow cover.

The main limitation of our approach lies in the choice of Cm. Choosing large variances suggests

the prior model is not to be trusted and allows the conjugate gradient solver the freedom to

converge toward the best possible model. Including exponential covariances restricts the choice

of possible models to spatially smooth deformation fields hence provides necessary constraints for

the ramp parameters. All these choices can be physically justified but many combinations should
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be tested, as the results may depend on these choices. In particular, we have only presented the

case of exponential covariances but any function with an analytical formulation in the Fourier

domain can be used. Some exceptions remain since for instance in the case of a Gaussian

covariance kernel, the inverse convolution leads to an exponential increase of high frequencies,

hence the need for an adequate damping of high frequencies prior to the convolution.

The algorithm presented here is also limited by the efficiency of the conjugate direction solver.

The number of iterations to run before the cost function, S(m), reaches a minimum can be

prohibitive in some cases. In addition, given the accuracy we aim for at the reconstruction of the

phase values in the NSBAS hybrid method, there is a significant imbalance in the amplitude of the

phase terms versus the model terms in the steepest descent vector at each iteration. Therefore,

at each step the solver moves very slowly along the dimensions of the model space corresponding

to the parameters of the dictionary functions, while convergence is quite fast toward a reasonable

phase evolution. This issue can be avoided by proceeding in steps such as first solving the

dictionary approach and then solving for the NSBAS hybrid problem, as we proposed in our

validation section.

An improved approach would use a Newton algorithm. Instead of using the local gradient

to determine the direction at each iteration, Newton algorithms approximate a local parabole

tangential to the cost function. In the case of a linear problem, the cost function is parabolic and

the Newton algorithm converges in a single iteration. Newton methods require computation of

the Hessian, H and it inverse and, given the formulation of our covariance matrices, we cannot

do so. One solution would be to explore the potential of hierarchical matrix methods to compute
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the Hessian and, in a more general sense, to speed up the steepest ascent vector computation

[e.g. Desiderio, 2017].

5. Conclusion

We have presented an implementation of existing time series analysis methods augmented to

handle full images at once rather than on a pixel-by-pixel basis. This improvement allows us to

reconstruct surface displacements from a set of interferograms with an automatic co-referencing

of the data. We have developed an efficient way of accounting for atmospheric noise in the re-

construction of surface displacements via a Fourier domain covariance convolution substituted

to the classic matrix vector products. This method allows us to handle very large problems and

eventually derive time series from complex data sets where coherence varies significantly, chal-

lenging attempts to reference interferograms to a common reference frame, and provide estimates

of velocities or any displacement field accounting for tropospheric noise. We show that in time

series analysis, interferograms can be dealt with as full images with the appropriate statistical

noise description.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the challenge of variable along-track coverage in SAR interferome-

try. Color indicates the number of unwrapped pixels in the stack of interferograms computed

from Envisat ASAR acquisitions along the northern Chilean coast on track 368. Grey rectangles

indicate the along-track extent of 5 randomly selected interferograms out of the 96 total inter-

ferograms processed (see the baseline vs. time plot on the upper-right for a description of the

processed interferograms). Since the along-track extent of SAR acquisitions varies, so does the

extent of the resulting interferograms, leaving a small area where all interferograms have been

unwrapped (dashed white rectangle). Topography is from SRTM [Farr and Kobrick , 2000].
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determined on an interferogram (black dots) and the corresponding approximate exponential

decay (red line). b. This covariance function is used to build the covariance matrix of a single

interferogram, which is then assembled with that from other interferograms to build the main

covariance matrix of the multi-pixel time series problem (c.)
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parameter and phase fields for the case of a synthetic dataset using the NSBAS approach. The

synthetic data set includes a constant velocity term (left), a step function (center) and a loga-

rithmic decay (right). Bottom plots show the temporal evolution of the phase of two pixels A

and B identified on the velocity field. The shape of each of these field is based on a 2D gaussian

function.
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Figure 4. Inversion results for the NSBAS method in northern Chile. Top left panel is

the reconstructed field of interseismic displacement rate assumed constant for the period of

observation. Top center panel is the reconstructed coseismic displacement field for the 2005 Mw

7.8 Tarapaca deep-focal earthquake. Top right panel is the reconstructed coseismic displacement

field for the 2007 Mw 7.7 Tocopilla earthquake. Red lines indicate the 3 m and 50 cm contour for

the 2007 Mw 7.7 Tocopilla and 2014 Mw 8.1 Pisagua earthquakes, respectively. Time series plots

show the comparison between GPS time series (black dots) and our reconstructed InSAR time

series (red triangles) for 4 sites shown as red triangles on the velocity map. All GPS displacements

are referenced to those of site PSGA. Dashed lines indicate the 2005, 2007 and 2014 earthquakes.
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